Driving future chassis solutions

1. **Pinion gear**
   Uses a NORGLIDE® Bearing to directly replace the needle bearings within the pinion gear.

2. **Steering yoke**
   Uses a NORGLIDE® Bearing as a liner on the inside of the steering yoke to give the driver a smoother feel of the steering system.

3. **Steering height adjustment**
   Uses a NORGLIDE® Bearing to provide a low friction surface in which column height adjustment can occur.

4. **Steering column**
   Uses a NORGLIDE® Bearing to directly replace the rolling element bearings within the steering column.

5. **Worm gear**
   Uses a NORGLIDE® Bearing to directly replace the needle bearings within the worm drive.

6. **Bulkhead**
   Uses a NORGLIDE® Bearing to directly replace a rolling element bearing.

7. **Anti-theft**
   Uses a RENCOL® Tolerance Ring to provide overload protection to the lock collar in the case of a vehicle theft - meets current EU legislation.

8. **Collapse**
   Uses a RENCOL® Tolerance Ring to provide axial resistance in the steering column during a vehicle collision.

9. **Bearing mount**
   Uses a RENCOL® Tolerance Ring to mount a bearing to the column whilst adjusting the NVH properties of the column.

10. **Gear mount**
    Uses a RENCOL® Tolerance Ring to control the torque of the drive gear (acts as a simple fuse) in a column-mounted Electric Power Steering system.

11. **Sensor mount**
    Uses a RENCOL® Tolerance Ring to simply fix the magnet sensor to the Electric Power Steering motor.

12. **Stator mount**
    Uses a RENCOL® Tolerance Ring to simply fix the stator to the shaft/housing.

13. **Pulley mount**
    Uses a RENCOL® Tolerance Ring to simply fix the drive pulley to the shaft in a rack drive Electric Power Steering system.
Design & Development

We have extensive in-house design, test and R&D capabilities and using our international technical centres for local customer support we are able to rapidly develop RENCOL® Tolerance Rings and NORGLIDE® Bearings to meet individual customer requirements around the world.

This enables us to offer the following benefits:

- Customised solutions to solve your design engineering problems
- In-house design and development department allows for rapid prototyping
- Comprehensive testing equipment allowing for early stage validation of designs in customer components

What is a RENCOL® Tolerance Ring?

A RENCOL® Tolerance Ring is a radial spring ring that is press-fitted between two mating components, generating a retention force that fixes those components together, whilst also satisfying other functional requirements such as compensating for thermal expansion, reducing noise and vibration, predictable and repeatable slip, avoiding resonance frequencies and overload protection.

What is a NORGLIDE® Bearing?

A NORGLIDE® Bearing is a metal-reinforced, self-lubricated plain bearing with a layer of low friction PTFE. It can be used in applications where plain and conventional rolling element bearings are used. It offers space savings, noise and vibration reduction, low friction, high load capacity and long life.
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Contact us

To discuss your challenges or find out more about us, please call the relevant number below.
Or email us at makingabigdifference@saint-gobain.com

NORGLIDE® and RENCOL® sites

Saint-Gobain do Brasil Ltda
Vinhedo-SP • Brazil
Phone: (55) 19 2127 8534
Fax: (55) 19 2127 8539

Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics Shanghai Co. Ltd.
Shanghai • China
Phone: (86) 21 54 7215 68
Fax: (86) 21 54 7259 93

Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics Pampus GmbH
Willich • Germany
Phone: (49) 21 54 60 00
Fax: (49) 21 54 60 31 0

Grindwell Norton Ltd.
Bangalore • India
Phone: (91) 80 30 97 8 0 08

Saint-Gobain KK Performance Plastics
Suwa, Nagano • Japan
Phone: (81) 26 67 9 6 00
Fax: (81) 26 67 0 0 0 2

Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics Corporation
Saltillo • Mexico
Phone: (52) 8 4 4 9 8 6 6 0 2 00
Fax: (52) 8 4 4 1 8 0 8 2 3 3

Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics (Thailand) Co. Ltd.
Rayong • Thailand
Phone: (66) 38 6 6 6 7 8 0 0 0 7
Fax: (66) 38 6 6 6 7 8 9 2

Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics Rencol Ltd.
Bristol • United Kingdom
Phone: (44) 1 1 7 9 3 8 1 7 0 0 0
Fax: (44) 1 1 7 9 1 5 7 9 8 2

Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics Corporation
Wayne, New Jersey • USA
Phone: (1) 9 7 3 6 9 6 4 7 0 0
Fax: (1) 9 7 3 6 9 6 4 0 5 6

Saint-Gobain Performance Plastics Corporation
Detroit, MI • USA
Phone: (1) 7 3 4 7 4 4 5 0 5 1
Fax: (1) 7 3 4 7 4 4 5 0 5 3

---

**Warranty:** The data and information in this catalogue or in our web sites are not binding and were correct and up-to-date at the time of release. Technical modifications and developments as well as adaptations to comply with amended standards, norms and guidelines can be made without notice. The product characteristics, especially load bearing capability and wear, depend on the application and the environment the product is used in. Therefore the data does not assure specific product characteristics or make reference to the suitability of the product for a definite or fictitious application. In case of new applications users must test the product under these actual application conditions and the application should be discussed with the manufacturer. Within the scope of law any liability for us, and all those acting on our behalf for the data and information in this catalogue or in our web sites shall be excluded. Any contracts are concluded on the basis of our General Business Terms and Conditions, which could be downloaded from our web site, or forwarded to you as requested.